Device Options
Starting in version 5.0, DeliveryTrack supports both the Windows Mobile and Android Platforms. Windows Mobile is
not supported past Version 5.5.1.

Android - Minimum Device Requirements
We have rigorously tested numerous devices and compiled a set of minimum requirements for devices that will best
operate DeliveryTrack Android. Given the minimum requirements, the following devices were used in our testing and
are strong candidates for DeliveryTrack Android:







Samsung S4
Samsung S5
Nexus 6
Motorola Moto X (Second Generation)
Android Droid Turbo
HTC One

If you choose to select devices outside the set of recommended options, please ensure your devices meet the
minimum set of requirements found below.

* Protective covers offer a high degree of protection and can supplement battery life: www.otterbox.com,
www.lifeproof.com, www.mophie.com.

Use of tablets is also supported, but please note not all tablets come with data plans, and battery life is often
compromised due to the larger screen. Tablets also often do not have backlight, which is very useful for
scanning in poorly lit environments.

Windows Mobile – Minimum Device requirements
Windows mobile 6.5 and above is supported on a limited set of ruggedized devices. Please see supported
devices document for full details. Please note that this platform will no longer be supported after Version 5.5.

Hybrid Environment
For those pharmacies currently using Windows Mobile devices, Integra will continue to support those devices.
For customers wishing to incorporate a few Android devices to their existing fleet, DeliveryTrack supports a
hybrid environment of Windows Mobile devices and Android devices on the same server.
If you have questions, or would like assistance selecting the device best suited for your pharmacy, please
contact Integra Sales at sales@integragroup.com or 866-257-4279.

2G Phase Out Notice
The 2G Network currently used for connectivity on some of the older Windows Mobile Rugged Devices is to be
sunset per the published schedule below:




AT& T – January 2017
Verizon – 2021
Sprint has not published

With this shutdown in sight, Integra strongly recommends device replacement onto the newer 3G or 4LTE
networks before the 2G networks are turned off.

